Festival, Italy

PAINTING WITH LIGHT FESTIVAL

UK producer Phil Ogden’s
stunning black and white
show, Square Dance.

A truly international gathering
of enthusiasts, the Painting with
Light Festival in Italy celebrates
the beauty of imagery – and the
bigger the better. Rain, lack of
sleep and stubborn trees are
all part of the fun. Traditional
multi-image and WATCHOUT
shows topped the bill.
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The 500 m 2 facade of Goldrain Castle was transformed
again and again at the Painting With Light Festival.
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Organizers: Alex Rowbotham,
Sabrina Horak
Dataton gear: Mediawerk, AGRfoto
Tech support: Hans Ruedisueli
Venue: Goldrain Castle, Italy
Soundtrack: Bombay Dub Orchestra
Photos courtesy of: AGRfoto
More info: www.multivisione.com

Demanding outdoor venue

Summer weather

The festival is held in the Italian Alps where rain is always just
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in version 3, very welcome indeed when comparing it to ﬁnetuning the line-up in the rain atop 2.5m towers.”

Artists from far and wide
Rowbotham created the works called Luce dipinta (“Painted
Light”) which covered the whole front of the castle, an approximate surface area of 500m2. He worked with composer
Andrew T. Mackay of the Bombay Dub Orchestra who created
six original soundtracks, plus two remixed tracks from the new
album with Garry Hughes.
The three-screen WATCHOUT shows by other international
artists – Mal Padgett (Australia), Phil Ogden (UK), Bruce
Hornstein (USA), Darryl Williams (UK), and Aldo di Russo
(Italy) – were screened in a matted-out 10m area directly on
to the castle wall. As these shows conformed to the same
conﬁguration of 25% overlap panoramas, the whole evening
program could run from one time-line and one rig.
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